Introduction
Due to the outstanding properties of 2D and 3D textile composites, the use of 3D fiber reinforced in high-tech industrial domains (spatial, aeronautic, automotive, naval, etc…) has been expanded in recent years. Thus, the evaluation of their elastic properties is crucial for the use of such types of composites in advanced industries. The analytical or numerical modeling of textile composites in order to evaluate their elastic properties depend on the prediction of the elastic properties of unidirectional composite materials with long fibers composites "UD". UD composites represent the basic element in modeling all laminates or 2D or 3D fabrics. They are considered as transversely isotropic materials composed of two phases: the reinforcement phase and the matrix phase. Isotropic fibers (e.g. glass fibers) or anisotropic fibers (e.g. carbon fibers) represent the reinforcement phase while, in general, isotropic materials (e.g. epoxy, ceramics, etc…) represent the matrix phase ( Figure 1 ).
The effective stiffness and compliance matrices of a transversely isotropic material are defined in the elastic regime by five independent engineering constants: longitudinal and transversal Young's moduli E11 and E22, longitudinal and transversal shear moduli G12 and G23, and major Poisson's ratio ν12 (Noting that direction 1 is along the fiber). The minor Poisson's ratio ν23 is related to E22 and G12. The effective elastic properties are evaluated in terms of mechanical properties of fibers and matrix (Young's and shear moduli, Poisson's ratios and the fiber volume fraction V f ). The compliance matrix [S] of a transversely isotropic material is given as follow: In this chapter, a review of most known available analytical micromechanical models is presented in the second section of this chapter. Investigated models belonged to different categories: phenomenological models, semi-empirical models, elasticity approach models and homogenization models. In addition, the evaluation of elastic properties of UD composites using numerical FE method is investigated. Boundary, symmetric and periodic conditions, with different unit cells (square, hexagonal and diamond arrays), are discussed. In the third section, a comparison of the results obtained by the investigated analytical and numerical models is compared to available experimental data for different kinds of UD composites.
Review
The prediction of the mechanical properties of UD composites has been the main objective of many researches. Various micromechanical models have been proposed to evaluate the elastic properties of UD composites. These models could be divided into four categories: phenomenological models, elasticity approach models, semi-empirical models and homogenization models.
Phenomenological models

Rule of Mixture "ROM"
The well-known models that have been proposed and used to evaluate the properties of UD composites are the Voigt [1] and Reuss [2] models. The Voigt model is also known as the rule of mixture model or the iso-strain model, while the Reuss model is also known as the invers rule of mixture model or the iso-stress model.
Elastic properties are extracted from the two models where they are given under the rule of mixture (ROM) and the invers rule of mixture models (IROM). (from Reuss model) 
Semi-empirical models
+ .
With 0 < < 1, (it is preferred to take = 0.6)
Halpin-Tsai model [3]
The Halpin-Tsai model also emerged as a semi-empirical model that tends to correct the transversal Young's modulus and longitudinal shear modulus. While for E11 and ν12, the rule of mixture is used.
with η = with ζ = 1 and 2, and M = E or G for E22 and G12 respectively.
Chamis model [4]
The Chamis micromechanical model is the most used and trusted model which give a formulation for all five independent elastic properties. It's noticed in this model that E11 and ν12 are also predicted in the same maner of the ROM model, while for other moduli, V f is replaced by its square root.
Elasticity approach models
Under this category, Hashin and Rosen [5] initially proposed a composite cylinder assemblage model (CCA) to evaluate the elastic properties of UD composites. Moreover, Christensen proposed a generalized self-consistent model [6] in order to better evaluate the transversal shear modulus G23. is the solution of the following equation: (Christensen [6] )
With: 
Homogenization models
Mori-Tanaka model (M-T)
The Mori-Tanaka model is initially developed by Mori and Tanaka [7] . This is a well-known model which is widely used for modeling different kinds of composite materials. This is an inclusion model, where fibers are simulated by inclusions embedded in a homogeneous medium. The Benveniste formulation [8] for the Mori-Tanaka model is given by:
With C and C are the stiffness matrices of the matrix phase and the reinforcement phase (inclusions) respectively. V and V are the volume fractions of the matrix phase and the reinforcement phase (inclusions) respectively. A is the strain concentration tensor of the dilute solution presented by:
With E is the Eshelby tensor which depends on the shape of the inclusion and the Poisson's ratio of the matrix. More detailed information about the Eshelby tensor could be found in Mura [9] . The Eshelby tensor is then calculated for each inclusion along with the stiffness matrix.
Self-consistent model (S-C)
The self-consistent model has been proposed by Hill [10] and Budianski [11] to predict the elastic properties of composite materials reinforced by isotropic spherical particulates. Later the model was presented and used to predict the elastic properties of short fibers composites [12] . In this study the potential of the S-C model will be investigated when applied on UD composites with long fibers. The S-C model is an iterative model yielding the stiffness matrix as follows:
At the first iteration, fibers which represent the inclusions are supposed surrounded by an isotropic matrix, thus the S-C model is similar to the Eshelby dilute solution model. Then, at the second iteration, the inclusions are considered to be embedded in homogeneous medium which supposed to have the stiffness matrix similar to that of the composite calculated at the first iteration.
First iteration:
Second iteration:
Bridging model
Recently, a new micromechanical model has been proposed by Huang et al. [13, 14] . The model is developed to predict the stiffness and the strength of UD composites. The elastic properties by the bridging model is given as follows:
.
With a are the components of the bridging matrix A, [13, 14] .
S and and S are the components of the compliance matrices of the fibers and the matrix respectively.
Numerical FE modeling
The numerical FE modeling is widely used in predicting the mechanical properties of composites. The numerical modeling is a reliable tool, but the time consumed on the geometrical dimensions definition and the corresponding calculation time, represent a major disadvantage against analytical models. Moreover there are many discussions and studies that deal with the appropriate boundary, symmetric and periodic conditions required to evaluate the elastic properties of UD composites. In this domain, a major work is done by S. Li [15] . It should be noticed that the numerical FE modeling require geometrical modeling or representation of the REV. while for UD composites, there are three types of fiber arrangements: square array, diamond array and hexagonal array ( Figure 2 ).
In order to investigate the numerical FE modeling, the modeling of a quarter unit cell for a square array, diamond array and hexagonal array is conducted using Comsol Multiphysics software. A tetrahedral meshing is used. The resumed boundary conditions applied are given in (Table 1 ). Note that U, V and W are the displacements along 1, 2 and 3 directions respectively applied on the X+, X-, Y+, Y-, Z+ and Z-faces (with X faces are orthogonal to the fiber direction 1). Table 1 . Boundary conditions on the X, Y and Z faces of the quarter unit cell.
Comparative study, analysis and discussion
Results
In this section, a comparison of analytical models and numerical models with available experimental data is presented. Three different kinds of UD composites are taken as examples: Glass/epoxy composite [16] , carbon/epoxy composite [14] and polyethylene/epoxy composite [17] ( Table 2 ). The glass fibers are isotropic fibers while the carbon and the polyethylene fibers are transversely isotropic fibers. Knowing that the epoxy matrices are assumed isotropic, it's well noticed that for the polyethylene/epoxy, the Young's modulus of the epoxy is higher than that transversal modulus of the fibers, which represent an important case to be investigated.
Fibers
(GPa) (GPa) (GPa) E-Glass [16] 73. 
Longitudinal Young's modulus E11
For the longitudinal Young's modulus E11, obtained analytical and numerical results are compared to those available experimental data for carbon/epoxy and polyethylene/epoxy UD composites in terms of the fiber volume fraction Vf. Investigated analytical models belong to the ROM, the Elasticity approach model (EAM), M-T and S-C models. Please note that ROM, MROM, Chamis, Halpin-Tsai and Bridging models share the same formulation for E11.
It's well noticed that the predicted results for all investigated models are in good agreement with the experimental data for both composites with different V f (Figure 3 and 4) . 
Transversal Young's modulus E22
The prediction of the transversal Young's modulus and in contrast with the longitudinal modulus presents a real challenge for the researchers. Thus, many analytical models are proposed belonged to different micromechanics approach. In addition, the potential of the FE element modeling is investigated. Predicted results of different analytical and numerical models for three UD composites are presented in figures (5,6 and 7) It's shown that for the glass/epoxy composite, the S-C model overestimates the experimental results, while the ROM and MROM models underestimate it. Other analytical models, especially the Chamis, Bridging and EAM models yield results that correlate well with the available experimental data for different values of Vf. Moreover, it's noticed that the FE (Square array), the Halpin-Tsai and the M-T models gives good predictions. Concerning composites reinforced with transversely isotropic fibers, it's well remarked that the EAM model well overestimates E22 especially with the polyethylene/epoxy composite. The ROM underestimates the experimental results, while other analytical models, in addition to the numerical FE (diamond array) model, yield very good predictions for the carbon/epoxy composite. However, with the polyethylene/epoxy, it's noticed that only the results obtained from the ROM and the Halpin-Tsai models correlate well with the experimental data, while the Chamis model shows a good agreement with Vf higher than 0.6.
Longitudinal shear modulus G12
Experimental results for two UD composites are used to be compared with. Figures 8 show clearly the MROM, EAM, Halpin-Tsai, Chamis, bridging analytical models, in addition to all numerical FE models yield very good results for the carbon/epoxy composite. However, it's remarked that the inclusion models, the M-T and S-C models, overestimate the longitudinal shear modulus. Concerning the polyethylene/epoxy composite, only results obtained results from the MROM and Chamis models agree well with the available experimental data (Figure 9 ). 
Transversal shear modulus G23
For the transversal shear modulus G23, it's shown from Figure 10 and 11 , that the bridging model yields the best results. In addition, it's remarked that the EAM, Chamis yield reasonable predictions underestimating the experimental data, while the M-T and S-C models overestimate it. Concerning the numerical modeling, predicted results always overestimate the available experimental results for the two composites. 
Major Poisson's ratio ν12
Concerning the Poisson's ratios, the obtained results of the analytical models are only compared to those numerical due the missing of experimental data for the studied UD composites. Figure 12 shows that for the major Poisson's ratio ν12, all analytical and numerical models correlate well with each other. 
Analysis and discussion
In this section, an analysis of the predicted results for each model is presented apart. It's shown from the above results that for the phenomenological models, the Voigt and except for the polyethylene/epoxy case where it's well agree with the available experimental data. Concerning the longitudinal shear modulus G12, the ROM model didn't yield good prediction for both studied cases the carbon/epoxy and the polyethylene/epoxy composites.
As known the semi-empirical models have been emerged and proposed in order to correct the predictions of the ROM model for the transversal Young's and longitudinal shear moduli. While the investigated models share the same formulations for E11 and ν12 with ROM model, the corrections made for E22 and G12 prove to be effective. It's shown that the Chamis model yields very good results for all studied cases, while the MROM and Halpin-Tsai the models only suffer with the special case of the polyethylene/epoxy with the E22 and G12 respectively.
Concerning the elasticity approach models, the proposed formulation of the E11 yields similar results for that proposed by the ROM model. While for the transversal Young's modulus E22, it's clearly noticed that with isotropic fibers, the model results correlate well with those experimental, while with the case of transversely isotropic fibers, reasonable predictions are shown for the carbon/epoxy case. However, for the polyethylene case the model well overestimates the experimental results. The reason could be conducted to that EAM models are initially proposed to deal with UD composites reinforced with isotropic fibers. For the longitudinal shear modulus G12, the elastic solution formulation agrees well with the experimental data. Concerning the transversal shear modulus, the predictions made by the generalized self-consistent model of the Christensen model [6] , which is developed to enhance the predictions of this elastic property, always overestimates the experimental data.
In this study, the potential of the homogenization models is investigated. The inclusion models, the M-T and the S-C models, and the bridging model, yield good prediction for both longitudinal Young's modulus and major Poisson's ratio. However, for the transversal Young's modulus E22, reasonable agreement is shown for the glass/epoxy and carbon/epoxy cases, except with the self-consistent model which overestimates the experimental data for high V f . While for the case of the polyethylene/epoxy, all three models yield almost the same results and overestimate the compared experimental data while agree with FE modeling results. The same problem is shown with the prediction of the shear moduli, where for the polyethylene/epoxy case, the models belonged to the homogenization approach give the same results overestimating the experimental data. While with the carbon/epoxy case, it's noticed that the bridging model predicts better the shear moduli, while the M-T and S-C models well overestimate the experimental data especially for the G12.
Concerning the numerical modeling, it's well noticed that there are different predicted results for different arrays. It's also remarked, that the FE numerical modeling didn't yield better results than the analytical models, except for the longitudinal Young's modulus and major Poisson's ratio where all predicted results from numerical and analytical models correlate well with available experimental data.
Conclusion
In this study, the evaluated results, for the elastic properties, of most known analytical micromechanical models, as well as FE modeling methods, are compared to available experimental data for three different UD composites: Glass/epoxy, carbon/epoxy and polyethylene/epoxy. It should be noticed that the studied cases cover different kinds of reinforced composites by isotropic fibers (glass) and transversely isotropic fibers (carbon and polyethylene). In addition, the polyethylene/epoxy presents an interesting case study, where the matrix is stiffer than the fibers in the transvers direction.
The analyses of the compared results show clearly that all analytical and numerical models show a very good agreement for the longitudinal Young's modulus E11 and major Poisson's ratio ν12. However, the other moduli, the transversal Young's modulus E22, longitudinal shear modulus G12 and the transversal shear modulus G23, represent the main challenge for the researchers. It's shown that analytical micromechanical models belonged to the semiempirical models, especially the Chamis model, predict well these elastic properties. Moreover, the bridging model proves to be a reliable model when predicting the elastic properties of carbon/epoxy composite. It's noticed that almost all models suffer with the prediction of elastic properties for the polyethylene/epoxy composite. However, models belonged to the elasticity approach and inclusion approach (M-T and S-C models) show inconsistency in predicting the elastic properties of studied UD composites. Numerical models, based on the FE method, show that using different fibers arrangements will lead to different predicted results. Moreover, the FE didn't prove that it could be more accurate than some simple and straightforward analytical model. As a conclusion from this study, the Chamis model and the bridging model could be considered as the most complete models which could give quite accurate estimations for all five independent elastic properties. Noting that the corrections proposed by the Halpin-Tsai model, prove that it well enhance the prediction of the transversal Young's modulus E22.
